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Abstract. After reviewing the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formalism (i.e,

the Skinner-Rusk formalism) for higher-order (non-autonomous) dynamical

systems, we state a unified geometrical version of the Variational Principles
which allows us to derive the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian equations for these

kinds of systems. Then, the standard Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formula-

tions of these principles and the corresponding dynamical equations are recov-
ered from this unified framework..

1. Introduction. Higher-order systems appear in many models in theoretical and
mathematical physics, such as in the mathematical description of relativistic parti-
cles with spin, string theories, gravitation, Podolsky’s generalization of electromag-
netism and others. They also appear in some problems of fluid mechanics, electric
networks and classical physics, and in numerical models arising from the geometric
discretization of first-order dynamical systems that preserve their inherent geomet-
ric structures (see [20, 21] for a long but non-exhaustive list of references).

In these kinds of systems and, in particular, in higher-order mechanics, the dy-
namics have explicit dependence on accelerations or higher-order derivatives of
the generalized coordinates of position. So, for Lagrangian systems, if the La-
grangian function depends on derivatives of order k, the corresponding Euler-
Lagrange equations are of order 2k. Thus, the geometric descriptions of these
systems use higher-order tangent and jet bundles as the main tool (see, for instance,
[5, 9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 23]).

Furthermore, a generalization of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms
of first-order autonomous mechanical systems exists that compresses them into
a single formalism: the Skinner-Rusk or Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formal-
ism, proposed by R. Skinner and R. Rusk for first-order autonomous mechanical
systems [24]. It was generalized to non-autonomous dynamical systems, control
systems, first-order classical field theories and higher-order classical field theories
[2, 3, 7, 12]. The generalization of the Skinner-Rusk unified formalism for higher-
order mechanical systems has been developed in recent papers [6, 20, 21].

The aim of this paper is twofold: first to review this unified formalism for higher-
order mechanical systems and second to state the variational principles for higher-
order systems and derive the higher-order Euler-Lagrange and Hamilton equations
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using this unified framework. These geometric variational techniques are based on
those introduced for for first-order field theories in [1, 13, 14, 15]. Our study is made
for non-autonomous higher-order mechanical systems (the autonomous case can
thereby be obtained by using trivial bundles and removing the time-dependence).

In particular, we start by introducing some basic geometrical background in
Section 2, and then reviewing the construction of the framework for the unified
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian formalism for non-autonomous higher-order systems (de-
veloped in [21]) in Section 3. The main contributions of the paper begin in Section
4, where we establish the variational principle and use it to derive the higher-order
equations for the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formalism, which are written in
several equivalent geometric ways. Then, in Section 5, these equations are analyzed
in detail, showing how they compress not only the dynamical evolution equations
but also the equations of the Legendre-Ostrogradsky transformation connecting the
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism, which appear as compatibility and consis-
tency conditions for the equations. Other relevant results are presented in Sections
6 and 7, where first we recover the generalization to higher-order systems of the
Hamilton Variational Principle of the Lagrangian formalism and the Hamilton-
Jacobi Variational Principle of the Hamiltonian formalism, and then the higher-
order Euler-Lagrange and the Hamilton equations. All these results are obtained in
a straightforward way from this unified formalism. Finally, some conclusions and
further research on these topics are discussed in Section 8.

All the manifolds are real, second countable and C∞. The maps and the struc-
tures are assumed to be C∞. Sum over repeated indices is understood.

2. Higher-order jet bundles over R. (See [23] for details on jet bundles and
[21] for details and proofs on the unified formalism).

Let E
π−→ R be a fiber bundle with dimE = n + 1, and let η ∈ Ω1(R) be the

canonical volume form in R. If k ∈ N, the kth order jet bundle of the projection π,
Jkπ, is the ((k + 1)n + 1)-dimensional manifold of the k-jets of sections φ ∈ Γ(π).
A point in Jkπ is denoted by jkxφ, where φ ∈ Γ(π) is any representative of the
equivalence class and x ∈ R. We have the following natural projections: if r 6 k,

πkr : Jkπ −→ Jrπ
jkxφ 7−→ jrxφ

,
πk : Jkπ −→ E

jkxφ 7−→ φ(x)
,
π̄k = π ◦ πk : Jkπ −→ R

jkxφ 7−→ x
.

Notice that πk0 = πk, where J0π is canonically identified with E, and πkk = IdJkπ.
Furthermore, if φ ∈ Γ(π) is a section of π, we also denote the canonical lifting of φ
to Jkπ by jkφ ∈ Γ(π̄k).

Let t be the global coordinate in R such that η = dt, and (t, qA0 ), 1 6 A 6 n,
local coordinates in E adapted to the bundle structure. Then, natural coordinates

in Jkπ are (t, qA0 , q
A
1 , . . . , q

A
k ) ≡ (t, qAi ), with qA0 = φA, qAi =

diφA

dti
. Using these

coordinates, the local expressions of the natural projections are

πkr (t, qAi ) = (t, qAj ) , πk(t, qAi ) = (t, qA0 ) , π̄k(t, qAi ) = (t) .

Remark 1. In a more general situation, we can replace R with any 1-dimensional
manifold M . In this context, the only difference is that, in general, we do not have
a global coordinate. Nevertheless, M is orientable and parallelizable and all our
results hold.

A section ψ ∈ Γ(π̄k) is holonomic of type r, 1 6 r 6 k, if jk−r+1φ = πkk−r+1 ◦ ψ,

where φ = πk ◦ ψ ∈ Γ(π); that is, the section πkk−r+1 ◦ ψ is the lifting of a section
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of π to Jk−r+1π. In particular, a section ψ is holonomic of type 1 if jkφ = ψ; that
is, ψ is the canonical k-jet lifting of a section φ ∈ Γ(π), where φ = πk ◦ψ. A vector
field X ∈ X(Jkπ) is a semispray of type r if every integral section of X is holonomic
of type r. Throughout this paper, sections that are holonomic of type 1 are simply
called holonomic.

Jkπ

πkk−r+1

��

πk

��

R

ψ --

φ=πk◦ψ

,,

πkk−r+1◦ψ //

jk−r+1φ ((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ Jk−r+1π

Id

��
Jk−r+1π

πk−r+1

��
E

In natural coordinates, the local expression of a holonomic section of type r is

ψ(t) = (t, qA0 , q
A
1 , . . . , q

A
k−r+1, ψ

A
k−r+2, . . . , ψ

A
k ) .

Thus, the local expression of a semispray of type r is

X =
∂

∂t
+ qA1

∂

∂qA0
+ . . .+ qAk−r+1

∂

∂qAk−r
+XA

k−r+1

∂

∂qAk−r+1

+ . . .+XA
k

∂

∂qAk
.

3. Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formalism. Let π : E → R be the con-
figuration bundle of a kth order dynamical system, with dimE = n + 1. The
higher-order extended jet-momentum bundle and the higher-order restricted jet-
momentum bundle are

W = J2k−1π ×Jk−1π T
∗(Jk−1π) ; Wr = J2k−1π ×Jk−1π J

k−1π∗ ,

where Jk−1π∗ = T ∗(Jk−1π)/(π̄k−1)∗T ∗R.
(Observe that dimT ∗(Jk−1π) = 2kn+2 > 2kn+1 = dim J2k−1π = dim Jk−1π∗).
These bundles are endowed with the canonical projections

ρ1 : W → J2k−1π ; ρ2 : W → T ∗(Jk−1π)

ρJk−1π : W → Jk−1π ; ρR : W → R

ρr1 : Wr → J2k−1π ; ρ̂r2 : Wr → Jk−1π∗

ρrJk−1π : Wr → Jk−1π ; ρrR : Wr → R .
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In addition, the natural quotient map µ : T ∗(Jk−1π) → Jk−1π∗ induces a natural
projection µW : W →Wr.

W

ρ1





µW

��
ρ2

��

Wr

ρr1

}}zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ρ̂r2

""FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

T ∗(Jk−1π)

µ

��π
Jk−1π

xx
x

{{xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

x

J2k−1π
π2k−1
k−1

((RRRRRRRRRRRRR Jk−1π∗

πr
Jk−1πuukkkkkkkkkkkkkk

Jk−1π

π̄k−1

��
R

If (t, qA0 ) are local coordinates in E adapted to the bundle structure, the induced
coordinates in all these bundles are

J2k−1π : (t, qA0 , . . . , q
A
k−1, q

A
k , . . . , q

A
2k−1) ≡ (t, qAi , q

A
j ).

T ∗(Jk−1π) : (t, qA0 , . . . , q
A
k−1, p, p

0
A, . . . , p

k−1
A ) ≡ (t, qAi , p, p

i
A).

Jk−1π∗ : (t, qA0 , . . . , q
A
k−1, p

0
A, . . . , p

k−1
A ) ≡ (t, qAi , p

i
A).

W : (t, qA0 , . . . , q
A
k−1, q

A
k , . . . , q

A
2k−1, p, p

0
A, . . . , p

k−1
A ) ≡ (t, qAi , q

A
j , p, p

i
A).

Wr : (t, qA0 , . . . , q
A
k−1, q

A
k , . . . , q

A
2k−1, p

0
A, . . . , p

k−1
A ) ≡ (t, qAi , q

A
j , p

i
A).

Remark 2. The last coordinates are the true dynamical variables and soWr is the
true phase space in the unified formalism.

Observe that dim W = 3kn+ 2 and dim Wr = 3kn+ 1.

Definition 3.1. A section ψ ∈ Γ(ρR) is holonomic of type r in W, 1 6 r 6 2k− 1,
if the section ψ1 = ρ1 ◦ ψ ∈ Γ(π̄2k−1) is holonomic of type r in J2k−1π.
A vector field X ∈ X(W) is a semispray of type r in W, 1 6 r 6 k, if every integral
section ψ of X is holonomic of type r in W.

Let Θk−1 ∈ Ω1(T ∗(Jk−1π)) and Ωk−1 = −dΘk−1 ∈ Ω2(T ∗(Jk−1π)) be the
canonical forms on T ∗(Jk−1π). The higher-order unified canonical forms are Θ =
ρ∗2Θk−1 ∈ Ω1(W) and Ω = ρ∗2Ωk−1 ∈ Ω2(W). Notice that ker Ω = ker ρ2∗, and then
(W,Ω, ρ∗Rη) is a precosymplectic manifold.

In natural coordinates, the above forms are given by

Θ = piAdq
A
i + pdt , Ω = dqAi ∧ dpiA − dp ∧ dt ,

and ker Ω is locally given by

ker Ω =

〈
∂

∂qAk
, . . . ,

∂

∂qA2k−1

〉
.
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Definition 3.2. The higher-order coupling 1-form Ĉ ∈ Ω1(W) is the ρR-semibasic

form defined as follows: for every w = (ȳ, αq) ∈ W, where ȳ ∈ J2k−1π, q = π2k−1
k−1 (ȳ),

and αq ∈ T ∗q (Jk−1π); if φ ∈ Γ(π) is any representative of ȳ, and u ∈ TwW, then

〈Ĉ(w) | u〉 = 〈αq | (Tw(jk−1φ ◦ ρR))(u)〉 .

As Ĉ is a ρR-semibasic form, there is a coupling function Ĉ ∈ C∞(W) such that

Ĉ = Ĉρ∗Rη = Ĉdt. In natural coordinates the coupling function is

Ĉ = p+ piAq
A
i+1 . (1)

The dynamical information is introduced by giving a kth-order Lagrangian den-
sity L ∈ Ω1(Jkπ), which is a π̄k-semibasic form. So we can write L = L · (π̄k)∗η,

where L ∈ C∞(Jkπ) is the Lagrangian function. Then we denote L̂ = (π2k−1
k ◦

ρ1)∗L. As the Lagrangian density is a π̄k-semibasic form, then L̂ is a ρR-semibasic

1-form, and we have that L̂ = L̂ρ∗Rη = L̂dt, where L̂ = (π2k−1
k ◦ ρ1)∗L ∈ C∞(W).

In order to have a geometric structure inWr we define the so-called Hamiltonian
submanifold

Wo =
{
w ∈ W : L̂(w) = Ĉ(w)

}
jo
↪→W .

Since Ĉ and L̂ are both ρR-semibasic forms, the submanifold Wo is defined by the
constraint Ĉ − L̂ = 0. In natural coordinates, bearing in mind the local expression
(1) of Ĉ, the constraint function is given by p+ piAq

A
i+1 − L̂ = 0.

From [21] we have that:

Proposition 1. The submanifold Wo ↪→W is 1-codimensional, µW -transverse and
diffeomorphic to Wr.

As a consequence of this, if Υ: Wr →Wo denotes this diffeomorphism, we have

an induced section ĥ = jo ◦ Υ ∈ Γ(µW), which is specified by giving the local

Hamiltonian function Ĥ = −L̂+ piAq
A
i+1 ∈ C∞(Wr); that is, we have

ĥ(t, qAi , q
A
j , p

i
A) = (t, qAi , q

A
j ,−Ĥ, piA) ≡ (t, qAi , q

A
j , L̂− piAqAi+1, p

i
A) .

The section ĥ is called a Hamiltonian section of µW , or a Hamiltonian µW -section.

W

ρ1





ρ2

��

Wr

ĥ

OO

ρr1

}}zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ρ̂r2

""FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

ρr
Jk−1π

��

ρrR

��

T ∗(Jk−1π)

µ

��π
Jk−1π

xx
x

{{xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

x

J2k−1π

π2k−1
k−1 ((RRRRRRRRRRRRR Jk−1π∗

πr
Jk−1πuukkkkkkkkkkkkkk

Jk−1π

π̄k−1

��
R
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Next, we define the forms Θr = ĥ∗Θ ∈ Ω1(Wr) and Ωr = ĥ∗Ω ∈ Ω2(Wr), whose
expressions in natural coordinates are

Θr = piAdq
A
i + (L̂− piAqAi+1)dt ; Ωr = dqAi ∧ dpiA + d(piAq

A
i+1 − L̂) ∧ dt .

Remark 3. The precosymplectic Hamiltonian system (Wr,Ωr, (ρ
r
R)∗η) (or, what is

equivalent, (Wo,Ωo, (ρ
o
R)∗η), with Ωo = j∗oΩ) represents the higher-order dynamical

system in the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formalism.

4. Variational principle for the unified formalism. Next we establish the
variational principle from which the dynamical equations for the unified formal-
ism are derived. Our starting point is the precosymplectic Hamiltonian system
(Wr,Ωr, (ρ

r
R)∗η).

Let Γ(ρrR) be the set of sections of ρrR. Consider the functional

LH : Γ(ρrR) −→ R

ψ 7−→
∫
R
ψ∗Θr

,

where the convergence of the integral is assumed.

Definition 4.1 (Generalized Variational Principle). The Lagrangian-Hamiltonian
variational problem for the system (Wr,Ωr, (ρ

r
R)∗η) is the search for the critical (or

stationary) holonomic sections of the functional LH with respect to the variations of
ψ given by ψs = σs ◦ψ, where {σs} is a local one-parameter group of any compact-
supported ρrR-vertical vector field Z in Wr (in the following we denote this set by

XV (ρrR)(Wr)), that is,

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗sΘr = 0 .

The main result of the calculus of variations in this context is the following:

Theorem 4.2. The following assertions on a section ψ ∈ Γ(ρrR) are equivalent:

1. ψ is a solution to the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem.
2. ψ is a holonomic section solution to the equation

ψ∗ i(Y )Ωr = 0 , for every Y ∈ X(Wr) .

3. ψ is a holonomic section solution to the equation

i(ψ′)(Ωr ◦ ψ) = 0 ,

where ψ′ : R→ TWr is the canonical lifting of ψ to TWr.
4. ψ is an integral curve of a vector field contained in a class of ρrR-transverse

semisprays of type 1, {X} ⊂ X(Wr), satisfying the equation

i(X)Ωr = 0 . (2)

Proof. We prove the equivalence 1 ⇐⇒ 2 following the patterns taken from [11].
For the proof of the other equivalences, see [21] (Theorem 1).
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Let Z ∈ XV (ρrR)(Wr) be a compact-supported vector field, and V ⊂ R an open
set such that ∂V is a 0-dimensional manifold and ρrR(supp(Z)) ⊂ V . Then,

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗sΘr =

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
V

ψ∗sΘr =
d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
V

ψ∗σ∗sΘr

=

∫
V

ψ∗
(

lim
t→0

σ∗sΘr −Θr

t

)
=

∫
V

ψ∗ L(Z)Θr

=

∫
V

ψ∗(i(Z)dΘr + d i(Z)Θr)

=

∫
V

ψ∗(− i(Z)Ωr + d i(Z)Θr)

= −
∫
V

ψ∗ i(Z)Ωr +

∫
V

d(ψ∗ i(Z)Θr)

= −
∫
V

ψ∗ i(Z)Ωr +

∫
∂V

ψ∗ i(Z)Θr = −
∫
V

ψ∗ i(Z)Ωr ,

as a consequence of Stoke’s theorem and the assumptions made on the supports
of the vertical vector fields. Thus, by the fundamental theorem of the variational
calculus, we conclude

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗sΘr = 0 ⇐⇒ ψ∗ i(Z)Ωr = 0

for every compact-supported Z ∈ XV (ρrR)(Wr). However, since compact-supported
vector fields generate locally the C∞(Wr)-module of vector fields in Wr, it follows
that the last equality holds for every ρrR-vertical vector field Z in Wr.

Now, recall that for every point w ∈ Imψ, we have a canonical splitting of the
tangent space of Wr at w in a ρrR-vertical subspace and a ρrR-horizontal subspace,
that is,

TwWr = Vw(ρrR)⊕ Tw(Imψ) .

Thus, if Y ∈ X(Wr), then

Yw = (Yw − Tw(ψ ◦ ρrR)(Yw)) + Tw(ψ ◦ ρrR)(Yw) ≡ Y Vw + Y ψw ,

with Y Vw ∈ Vw(ρrR) and Y ψw ∈ Tw(Imψ). Therefore

ψ∗ i(Y )Ωr = ψ∗ i(Y V )Ωr + ψ∗ i(Y ψ)Ωr = ψ∗ i(Y ψ)Ωr ,

since ψ∗ i(Y V )Ωr = 0, by the conclusion in the above paragraph. Now, as Y ψw ∈
Tw(Imψ) for every w ∈ Imψ, then the vector field Y ψ is tangent to Imψ, and hence
there exists a vector field X ∈ X(R) such that X is ψ-related with Y ψ; that is,
ψ∗X = Y ψ

∣∣
Imψ

. Then ψ∗ i(Y ψ)Ωr = i(X)ψ∗Ωr. However, as dim Imψ = dimR = 1

and Ωr is a 2-form, we obtain that ψ∗ i(Y ψ)Ωr = 0. Hence, we conclude that
ψ∗ i(Y )Ωr = 0 for every Y ∈ X(Wr).

Taking into account the reasoning of the first paragraph, the converse is obvious
since the condition ψ∗ i(Y )Ωr = 0, for every Y ∈ X(Wr), holds, in particular, for
every Z ∈ XV (ρrR)(Wr).

5. Analysis of the unified dynamical equations. In order to complete the
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formalism, it is necessary to analyze the dynamical
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equations. We start by using the equations written for vector fields. Thus, equations
(2), with the ρrR-transverse condition, are

i(X)Ωr = 0 ; i(X)(ρrR)∗η 6= 0 .

It is usual to fix the ρrR-transverse condition by demanding that

i(X)(ρrR)∗η = 1 . (3)

This selects a representative in the class {X}. We will do this in the sequel.
The first important result is [21]:

Proposition 2. The above equations are compatible only on the points of the fol-
lowing submanifold of Wr

W1 =
{
w ∈ Wr : (i(Z)dĤ)(w) = 0, for every Z ∈ ker Ωr

}
=
{
w ∈ Wr : (i(Y )Ωr)(w) = 0, for every Y ∈ XV (ρ̂r2)(Wr)

}
.

In natural coordinates, a generic vector field X ∈ X(Wr) is given by

X = f
∂

∂t
+ fAi

∂

∂qAi
+ FAj

∂

∂qAj
+GiA

∂

∂piA
,

and the ρrR-transverse condition implies f 6= 0, and in particular, using (3), we get
f = 1. Therefore, the dynamical equation (2) first gives

pk−1
A − ∂L̂

∂qAk
= 0 ,

which are the compatibility relations (constraints) defining locally W1. Further-
more, for 0 6 l 6 k − 1, k 6 j 6 2k − 1;

fAi = qAi+1 ; G0
A =

∂L̂

∂qA0
; GiA =

∂L̂

∂qAi
− pi−1

A ;

therefore

X =
∂

∂t
+ qAi+1

∂

∂qAi
+ FAj

∂

∂qAj
+

∂L̂

∂qA0

∂

∂p0
A

+

(
∂L̂

∂qAi
− pi−1

A

)
∂

∂piA
.

Observe that, in a natural way, X is a semispray of type k. Nevertheless, the
variational principle requires that X must be a semispray of type 1, thus

X =
∂

∂t
+

2k−2∑
l=0

qAl+1

∂

∂qAl
+ FA2k−1

∂

∂qA2k−1

+
∂L̂

∂qA0

∂

∂p0
A

+

(
∂L̂

∂qAi
− pi−1

A

)
∂

∂piA
.

Next we must require X to be tangent to W1. Thus, it is necessary to impose
that L(X)ξ|W1

= 0, for every constraint function ξ defining W1:

X

(
pk−1
A − ∂L̂

∂qAk

)∣∣∣∣∣
W1

= 0 ⇐⇒ pk−2
A −

(
∂L̂

∂qAk−1

− dT

(
∂L̂

∂qAk

))
= 0 (on W1) .

(where dT =
∂

∂t
+ qAi+1

∂

∂qAi
). Repeating this procedure (k − 1 steps), we get

p0
A −

k−1∑
i=0

(−1)idiT

(
∂L̂

∂qA1+i

)
= 0 (on Wk−1) .
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Thus we obtain a sequence of submanifolds (which can also be obtained by ap-
plying any other constraint algorithm [8, 16]),

W0 ←↩W1 ←↩ . . .←↩Wk ≡ WL .
As a consequence of the last equalities we conclude that

Proposition 3. The submanifoldWL is the graph of a map FL : J2k−1π → Jk−1π∗

locally defined by

FL∗t = t , FL∗qAr−1 = qAr−1 , FL∗pr−1
A =

k−r∑
i=0

(−1)idiT

(
∂L̂

∂qAr+i

)
.

Definition 5.1. The map FL : J2k−1π → Jk−1π∗ is the (restricted) Legendre-
Ostrogradsky map.
A Lagrangian density L is regular if the map FL is a local diffeomorphism. Other-
wise, L is said to be a singular Lagrangian. If FL is a global diffeomorphism, then
L is said to be hyperregular.

In natural coordinates, the regularity condition for L is equivalent to

det

(
∂2L

∂qBk ∂q
A
k

)
(ȳ) 6= 0 , for every ȳ ∈ Jkπ . (4)

Observe that X is not necessarily tangent to WL. Thus, imposing the tangency
condition to the last generation of constraints defining WL, these conditions give
the following equations (on WL):

(−1)k
(
FB2k−1 − dT

(
qB2k−1

)) ∂2L̂

∂qBk ∂q
A
k

+

k∑
i=0

(−1)idiT

(
∂L̂

∂qAi

)
= 0 .

And, as a consequence of (4), we have:

Proposition 4. If L is regular, then there is a unique semispray of type 1, X ∈
X(Wr), tangent to WL, which is a solution to the dynamical equations (on WL).

If L is not regular, new constraints could appear and the algorithm continues
until arriving (in the best cases) at a final constraint submanifold Wf ↪→WL.

If ψ(t) = (t, qAi (t), qAj (t), piA(t)) is an integral section of X, the above equations
lead to

q̇Al = qAl+1 ; q̇A2k−1 = FA2k−1 ◦ ψ ; ṗ0
A =

∂L̂

∂qA0
; ṗiA =

∂L̂

∂qAi
− pi−1

A ,

and after some calculations we reach (on the points of WL, or Wf ),

∂L

∂qA0
◦ ψ − d

dt

(
∂L

∂qA1
◦ ψ
)

+ . . .+ (−1)k
dk

dtk

(
∂L

∂qAk
◦ ψ
)

= 0

ṗ0
A =

∂L̂

∂qA0
; ṗiA =

∂L̂

∂qAi
− pi−1

A ,

These equations compress both the higher-order Euler-Lagrange and Hamilton
equations, as can be seen in the following sections.

Remark 4. It is interesting to point out that the variational principle for higher-
order autonomous dynamical systems, and the corresponding dynamical equations,
can be obtained as a particular case of these results when the Lagrangian function
does not depend explicitly on the coordinate t.
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6. Lagrangian formalism: Generalized Hamilton principle. In this section
we show how to recover the Lagrangian formalism for higher-order mechanical sys-
tems. In particular, we state the classical Hamilton Variational Principle of the
Lagrangian formalism for higher-order systems and study its relation with the uni-
fied variational Principle.

First, consider the diagram

Wr

ρr1

��

ρr2

��

WL

ρL1vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

ρL2 ((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
?�

jL

OO

J2k−1π
FL // Jk−1π∗

As WL is the graph of the restricted Legendre-Ostrogadski map, we have that
the map ρL1 = ρr1 ◦ jL : WL → J2k−1π is a diffeomorphism. Then we can define the
Poincaré-Cartan 1 and 2 forms in J2k−1π as

ΘL = (jL ◦ (ρL1 )−1)∗Θr ; ΩL = −dΘL = (jL ◦ (ρL1 )−1)∗Ωr .

These forms can also be introduced in several equivalent ways (see, for instance,
[1, 14, 22, 23]).

Remark 5. The triple (J2k−1π,ΩL, (π̄
2k−1)∗η) is the higher-order non-autonomous

Lagrangian system associated to (Wr,Ωr, (ρ
r
R)∗η).

Now we establish the variational principle from which we can obtain the dynam-
ical equations for the Lagrangian formalism.

Given the Lagrangian system (J2k−1π,ΩL, (π̄
2k−1)∗η), let Γ(π) be the set of

sections of π. Consider the functional

L : Γ(π) −→ R

φ 7−→
∫
R

(j2k−1φ)∗ΘL
,

where the convergence of the integral is assumed.

Definition 6.1 (Generalized Hamilton Variational Principle). The Lagrangian vari-
ational problem (also called Hamilton variational problem) for the higher-order La-
grangian system (J2k−1π,ΩL, (π̄

2k−1)∗η) is the search for the critical (or stationary)
sections of the functional L with respect to the variations of φ given by φs = σs ◦φ,
where {σs} is a local one-parameter group of any compact-supported Z ∈ XV (π)(E);
that is,

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R

(j2k−1φs)
∗ΘL = 0 .

Then, as in the above section, we have:

Theorem 6.2. The following assertions on a section φ ∈ Γ(π) are equivalent:

1. φ is a solution to the Lagrangian variational problem.
2. ψL = j2k−1φ is a solution to the equation

ψ∗L i(Y )ΩL = 0, for every Y ∈ X(J2k−1π) .
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3. ψL = j2k−1φ is a solution to the equation

i(ψ′L)(ΩL ◦ ψL) = 0 ,

where ψ′L : R→ TJ2k−1π is the canonical lifting of ψL to TJ2k−1π.
4. ψL = j2k−1φ is an integral curve of a vector field contained in a class of

π̄2k−1-transverse semisprays of type 1, {XL} ⊂ X(J2k−1π), satisfying

i(XL)ΩL = 0 .

Proof. The proof of the equivalence 1 ⇐⇒ 2 follows the same patterns as in The-
orem 4.2. For the proof of the other equivalences, see [21] (Theorem 3).

Section solutions to the Hamilton variational problem are recovered from section
solutions to the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem in the unified formal-
ism. Indeed:

Theorem 6.3. Let ψ ∈ Γ(ρrR) be a holonomic section which is a solution to the
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem given by the functional LH. Then, the
section ψL = ρr1 ◦ ψ ∈ Γ(π̄2k−1) is holonomic, and its projection φ = π2k−1 ◦ ψL ∈
Γ(π) is a solution to the Lagrangian variational problem given by the functional L;
Conversely, from a holonomic section ψL = j2k−1φ ∈ Γ(π̄2k−1) which is a solution
to the Lagrangian variational problem, we recover a solution ψ = (ψL, ψL ◦ FL) to
the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem.

Wr

ρrR

��

ρr1

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

J2k−1π

π2k−1

��
π̄2k−1

((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

E R

ψ

WW

ψL
mm

@
F

LQVZ

φoo

Proof. As ψ ∈ Γ(ρrR) is holonomic, then ψL = ρr1 ◦ ψ ∈ Γ(π̄2k−1) is a holonomic
section, by definition.

Now, ρr1 being a submersion, for every compact-supported vector field X ∈
XV (π̄2k−1)(J2k−1π) there exist compact-supported vector fields Y ∈ XV (ρrR)(Wr)
such that ρr1∗Y = X; that is, X and Y are ρr1-related. In particular, this holds if X
is the (2k − 1)-jet lifting of a compact-supported π-vertical vector field in E; that
is, if we have X = j2k−1Z, with Z ∈ XV (π)(E). We denote by {σs} a local one-
parameter group for the compact-supported vector fields Y ∈ XV (ρoR)(Wr). Then,
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using this particular choice of ρr1-related vector fields, we have

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R

(j2k−1φs)
∗ΘL =

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R

(j2k−1(σs ◦ φ))∗ΘL

=
d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R

(j2k−1φ)∗(j2k−1σs)
∗ΘL

=

∫
R
ψ∗L L(j2k−1Z)ΘL =

∫
R
ψ∗(ρr1)∗ L(j2k−1Z)ΘL

=

∫
R
ψ∗ L(Y )Θr =

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗σ∗sΘr

=
d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗sΘr = 0 ,

since ψ is a critical section for the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem.
Conversely, if we have a holonomic section ψL = j2k−1φ which is a solution to the

Lagrangian variational problem, then we can construct ψ = (ψL, ψL ◦ FL), which
is a section ψ : R→WL ⊂ Wr of the projection ρrR (remember that, in the unified
formalism, the dynamical equations have solutions only on the points of WL, or in
a subset of it). Then, the above reasoning also shows that if ψL is a solution to the
Lagrangian variational problem, then ψ is a solution to the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian
variational problem.

In natural coordinates, if ψ is given by ψ(t) = (t, qAi (t), qAj (t), piA(t)), then ψL =

(ρr1 ◦ ψ)(t) = (t, qAi (t), qAj (t)), and φ(t) = (π2k−1 ◦ ψL)(t) = (t, qA0 (t)) satisfies the
kth-order Euler-Lagrange equations

∂L

∂qA0

∣∣∣∣
j2k−1φ

− d

dt

∂L

∂qA1

∣∣∣∣
j2k−1φ

+ . . .+ (−1)k
dk

dtk
∂L

∂qAk

∣∣∣∣
j2k−1φ

= 0 .

Finally, as a consequence of all the above results, we have the corresponding
relation between vector field solutions to the unified dynamical equations and those
which are solutions to the Lagrangian equations:

Proposition 5. Let X ∈ X(Wr) be a vector field tangent to WL which is a solution
to the equations

i(X)Ωr = 0 ; i(X)(ρrR)∗η = 1 . (5)

Then there exists a unique semispray of type k, XL ∈ X(J2k−1π), which is a solution
to the equations

i(XL)ΩL = 0 ; i(XL)(π̄2k−1)∗η = 1 . (6)

In addition, if L is a regular Lagrangian density, then XL is a semispray of type 1.
Conversely, if XL ∈ X(J2k−1π) is a semispray of type k (resp., of type 1), which is
a solution to the equations (6), then there exists a unique X ∈ X(Wr) which is a
solution to the equations (5) and it is a semispray of type k in Wr (resp., of type
1).

Proof. See also [21] (Theorem 2) for a detailed proof of this statement.

7. Hamiltonian formalism: Generalized Hamilton-Jacobi principle. In this
section we state the Hamiltonian variational problem (Hamilton-Jacobi Principle)
for higher-order systems, recovering it from the unified formalism. (See [21] for the
proofs and details on the higher-order Hamiltonian formalism).
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Consider the restricted Legendre-Ostrogradsky map FL : J2k−1π → Jk−1π∗.
First, it can be proved that the following statements are equivalent:

1. ΩL has maximal rank on J2k−1π.
2. FL : J2k−1π → Jk−1π∗ is a local diffeomorphism.

3. In natural coordinates of Jkπ, det

(
∂2L

∂qBk ∂q
A
k

)
(ȳ) 6= 0, for every ȳ ∈ Jkπ.

As stated in Section 5, if these conditions are fulfilled, the Lagrangian density L is
said to be regular, and when the restricted Legendre-Ostrogradsky map is a global
diffeomorphism, then L is hyperregular.

Now, let P̃ = Im(F̃L)
̃
↪→ T ∗(Jk−1π) and P = Im(FL)


↪→ Jk−1π∗. If τ̄ =

πrJk−1π ◦ π̄
k−1 : Jk−1π∗ → R is the natural projection, we denote τ̄o = τ̄ ◦  : P → R.

A Lagrangian density L ∈ Ω1(Jkπ) is said to be almost-regular if:

1. P is a closed submanifold of Jk−1π∗.
2. FL is a submersion onto its image.
3. For every ȳ ∈ J2k−1π, the fibers FL−1(FL(ȳ)) are connected submanifolds

of J2k−1π.

The Hamiltonian section ĥ ∈ Γ(µW) (introduced after Proposition 1) induces a
Hamiltonian section h ∈ Γ(µ) defined by

ρ2 ◦ ĥ = h ◦ ρr2
Then, if Θk−1 and Ωk−1 are the canonical 1 and 2 forms of the cotangent bun-
dle T ∗(Jk−1π), we can construct the Hamilton-Cartan forms in Jk−1π∗ and P by
making

Θh = h∗Θk−1 ∈ Ω1(Jk−1π∗) ; Ωh = h∗Ω ∈ Ω2(Jk−1π∗)

ΘP = ∗Θh ∈ Ω1(P) ; ΩP = ∗Ωh ∈ Ω2(P) .

Observe that FL∗Θh = ΘL and FL∗Ωh = ΩL.

W

ρ2 ((RRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

Wr

ĥ

OO

ρrR

��

ρ̂r2

((RRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
ρr1

vvnnnnnnnnnnnnnn T ∗(Jk−1π)

J2k−1π

π̄2k−1

!!CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
FL //

FLo

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

,,XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Jk−1π∗

h

OO

P
?�



OO

τ̄o

uullllllllllllllllll

R

Remark 6. (P,ΩP , τ̄∗o η) is the higher-order non-autonomous Hamiltonian system
associated with (Wr,Ωr, (ρ

r
R)∗η).

In what follows, we consider that the Lagrangian density L ∈ Ω1(Jkπ) is, at
least, almost-regular. However, all the following results also hold for regular or
hyperregular Lagrangian densities, replacing P by the corresponding open subset
of Jk−1π∗, or by Jk−1π∗, respectively.
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First, we establish the variational principle from which we can obtain the dy-
namical equations for the Hamiltonian formalism, and then we show how to obtain
the Hamiltonian dynamical equations.

Given the Hamiltonian system (P,ΩP , τ̄∗o η), let Γ(τ̄o) be the set of sections of τ̄o.
Consider the functional

H : Γ(τ̄o) −→ R

ϕ 7−→
∫
R
ϕ∗ΘP

,

where the convergence of the integral is assumed.

Definition 7.1 (Generalized Hamilton-Jacobi Variational Principle). The Hamil-
tonian or Hamilton-Jacobi variational problem for the higher-order Hamiltonian
system (P,ΩP , τ̄∗o η) is the search for the critical (or stationary) sections of the
functional H with respect to the variations of ϕ given by ϕs = σs ◦ ϕ, where {σs}
is a local one-parameter group of any compact-supported Z ∈ XV (τ̄o)(P); that is

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ϕ∗sΘP = 0 (7)

Then, as in the above sections, we have:

Theorem 7.2. The following assertions on a section ϕ ∈ Γ(τ̄o) are equivalent:

1. ϕ is a solution to the Hamiltonian variational problem.
2. ϕ is a solution to the equation

ϕ∗ i(Y )ΩP = 0 , for every Y ∈ X(P) .

3. ϕ is a solution to the equation

i(ϕ′)(ΩP ◦ ϕ) = 0 ,

where ϕ′ : R→ TP is the canonical lifting of ϕ to TP.
4. ϕ is an integral curve of a vector field contained in a class of τ̄o-transverse

vector fields, {Xh} ⊂ X(P), satisfying

i(Xh)ΩP = 0 .

Proof. The proof of the equivalence 1 ⇐⇒ 2 follows the same patterns as in The-
orem 4.2. For the proof of the other equivalences, see [21] (Theorem 5).

In addition, section solutions to the Hamilton equations are recovered from the
solutions to the dynamical equations in the unified formalism. Indeed:

Theorem 7.3. Let ψ ∈ Γ(ρrR) be a critical section for the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian
variational problem given by the functional LH. Then, the section ψh = FLo ◦ ρr1 ◦
ψ = FLo ◦ ψL ∈ Γ(τ̄o) is a critical section for the Hamiltonian variational problem
given by the functional H.
Conversely, from a section ψh solution to the Hamiltonian variational problem, we
recover a solution ψ to the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem.

Wr

ρrR

��

ρr1

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ρr2

// Jk−1π∗

J2k−1π
π̄2k−1

((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
FLo // P

τ̄o

vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
?�



OO

R

ψ

WW

ψL

__

ψh=FLo◦ψL

@@

a d h m r
x

~
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Proof. Observe that FLo ◦ ρr1 is a submersion, since it is a composition of sub-
mersions, and (FLo ◦ ρr1)∗ΘP = (ρr1)∗(FL∗oΘh) = (ρr1)∗ΘL = Θr. Then, for every
compact-supported vector field Z ∈ XV (τ̄o)(P), there exist compact-supported vec-
tor fields Y ∈ XV (ρrR)(Wr) such that (FLo ◦ ρr1)∗Y = Z; that is, Z is (FLo ◦ ρr1)-
related with Y . We denote by {σrs} a local one-parameter group for the compact-
supported vector fields Y ∈ XV (ρrR)(Wr). Then, using this particular choice of
(FLo ◦ ρr1)-related vector fields, we have

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R

(ψh)∗sΘP =
d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R

(σs ◦ ψh)∗ΘP =
d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗h(σ∗sΘP)

=

∫
R
ψ∗h L(Z)ΘP =

∫
R
ψ∗(FLo ◦ ρr1)∗ L(Z)ΘP

=

∫
R
ψ∗ L(Y )Θr =

d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗(σrs)

∗Θr

=
d

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

∫
R
ψ∗sΘr = 0 ,

since ψ is a critical section for the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem.
For the converse, following the same patterns as in the theory of singular non-

autonomous first-order mechanical systems [8], it can be proved that there are holo-
nomic sections ψL : R→ J2k−1π of the projection π̄2k−1 such that ψh = FLo ◦ ψL,
and they are solutions to the Lagrangian dynamical equations. Then, the sections
ψ = (ψL, ψh) are solutions to the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian variational problem (see
the proof of Theorem 6.3).

Observe that the section ψ obtained from a given ψh is not necessarily unique.
In natural coordinates, if ψh is given by ψh(t) = (t, qAi (t), piA(t)), 0 6 i 6 k − 1,

then the above equations give the classical higher-order Hamilton equations:

q̇Ai =
∂H

∂piA

∣∣∣∣
ψh

; ṗiA =
∂H

∂qAi

∣∣∣∣
ψh

.

Finally, as a consequence of all the above results, we have the corresponding
relation between vector field solutions to the unified dynamical equations and those
which are solutions to the Hamiltonian equations:

Proposition 6. Let X ∈ X(Wr) be a vector field tangent to WL and solution to
the equations

i(X)Ωr = 0 ; i(X)(ρrR)∗η = 1 , (8)

Then there exist vector fields Xh ∈ X(P), which are solutions to the equations

i(Xh)ΩP = 0 , i(Xh)τ̄∗o η = 1 . (9)

Conversely, if Xh ∈ X(P) is a vector field which is a solution to the equations (9),
then there exist vector fields X ∈ X(Wr) which are solutions to the equations (8).

Proof. : See also [21] (Theorem 4) for a detailed proof of this statement.

Remark 7. It is interesting to point out that, for almost-regular systems, if the
unified dynamical equations have consistent solutions on a final constraint sub-
manifold Wf ↪→ Wr, then the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian equations have con-
sistent solutions on final constraint submanifolds Sf = ρr1(Wf ) ↪→ J2k−1π and
Pf = ρ̂r1(Wf ) ↪→ P, respectively. Then all the above results hold on the points of
these submanifolds instead of Wr, J

2k−1π, and P, respectively.
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Wr

ρr1

��

ρ̂r2

��

WL

ρ11vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

ρ̂12 ((QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
?�

jL

OO

J2k−1π
FL //

FLo
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

,,XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Jk−1π∗

P
?�



OO

Wf

?�

OO

vvnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

((PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

Sf
?�

OO

Pf
?�

OO

8. Conclusions and further research. We have made an accurate revision of the
generalization of the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formalism of R. Skinner and
R. Rusk to higher-order dynamical systems. We have analyzed the non-autonomous
case, since the autonomous case can be obtained as a particular situation of this.
This particular situation consists in using trivial bundles and removing the time-
dependence (see [20]). This unified formalism constitutes a nice framework which
allows us to study different kinds of problems in a simpler way. In particular,
singular (constrained) systems can be analyzed more easily.

In particular, a first contribution is to obtain the complete Legendre-Ostrogradsky
map as a consequence of applying the constraint algorithm to the unified dynamical
equations, instead of using the total time derivative as it was done in [20, 21].

As another contribution, the classical variational principles of first-order mechan-
ics are generalized to this framework, in order to state the dynamical equations for
higher-order mechanics in several equivalent ways.

Therefore, the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian structures, equations and solutions
of higher-order mechanics are recovered from those obtained in the unified formal-
ism, which also includes the corresponding Lagrangian and Hamiltonian variational
principles: the generalized Hamilton and Hamilton-Jacobi Principles respectively.

Several interesting physical examples have been studied using this formalism; for
instance the Pais-Uhlenbeck oscillator and the shape of a deformed elastic cylindrical
beam with fixed ends, as regular systems; the second-order relativistic particle, first
as a free particle and later subjected to a potential, as singular systems [20, 21],
and also underactuated control systems [6].

This generalization of the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian unified formalism to higher-
order dynamical systems using a general fibre bundle E over R (instead of the clas-
sical approach using trivial bundles) is a first step towards the study of higher-order
classical field theory. However, replacing the base manifold R with an orientable m-
dimensional manifoldM gives rise to new difficulties, such as defining a suitable fiber
bundle to act as the phase space; obtaining the Legendre map without ambiguities,
or obtaining the relation between the momenta (which is crucial in our formulation).
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Nevertheless, our future aim is to obtain an unambiguous Lagrangian-Hamiltonian
unified formalism for higher-order classical field theory, thus completing previous
works [4, 25]. In particular, we want to recover a unique Legendre map in a canon-
ical way from our unified formulation (at least for second-order field theory), and
then both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms. All of this will be made
using jet bundles of finite order (in contrast to [25] where infinite-order jet bundles
are used).
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